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Outdoor experimentation of solar cells is essential to maximize their performance and to assess utilization requirements and limits.
More generally tests with direct exposure to the sun are useful to understand the behavior of components and new materials for
solar applications in real working conditions. Insolation and ambient factors are uncontrollable but can be monitored to know
the environmental situation of the solar exposure experiment. A parallel characterization of the photocells can be performed
in laboratory under controllable and reproducible conditions. A methodology to execute solar exposure tests is proposed and
practically applied on photovoltaic cells for a solar cogeneration system. The cells are measured with concentrated solar light
obtained utilizing a large Fresnel lens mounted on a sun tracker. Outdoor measurements monitor the effects of the exposure of
two multijunction photovoltaic cells to focused sunlight. The main result is the continuous acquisition of theV-I (voltage-current)
curve for the cells in different conditions of solar concentration and temperature of exercise to assess their behavior. The research
investigates electrical power extracted, efficiency, temperatures reached, and possible damages of the photovoltaic cell.
1. Introduction
To exploit the recent improvements in the development of
photovoltaic (PV) cells and new materials for solar applica-
tions, it is important to test them both in laboratory and with
direct exposure to the sun. The optical characterization of
PV cells, optical components, and material samples can be
performed using solar simulators [1–6]. For measurements
on photovoltaic cells [7] the solar simulator usually needs to
be suitably modified from a commercial product in order to
reduce the output beam size [8, 9]. The solar divergence is
hardly reproduced by solar simulators, while measurements
with solar trackers [10] consent to replicate the real operative
conditions. Alternatively, laboratory tests can be performed
using a solar divergence collimator [11] that exactly repro-
duces the sun’s divergence, thus permitting a precise evalua-
tion of optical parameters and optical behavior of solar com-
ponents. Analogously solar rays, concentrated over a sample,
allow to study the optical properties and performance of PV
cells or other components applicable to solar installations.
The laboratory test of PV cells makes extensive use
of simulators having the characteristic of reproducing the
intensity and spectrum of natural sunlight [12–14]. When the
cells to be tested are of concentration type, these devices must
provide an adequate amount of light, even hundreds of times
greater than the natural one. The technology used in these
devices employs very powerful lamps appropriately filtered to
reproduce the solar spectrum and optical systems capable of
concentrating this light on a target of few squared centimeters
[3, 15, 16]. The cost of these solar simulators, however, is very
high and the large dimensions of the device hardly permit
its allocation on a normal laboratory table. In addition, if the
light source usedhas a power of several hundredkWalsoa sys-
tem for disposal of the ozone gas produced by the lamp must
be arranged. Alternatively, for concentrated photovoltaics,
pulsed systems can be employed: they reach considerable
powers but only for short time intervals [17–19].
The test methodology proposed in this paper uses solar
light instead of a lamp and a Fresnel lens to concentrate light
on the PV cell. The device is equipped with a solar tracking
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system, which ensures the continuity of the measurement,
and with accessories that allow to stabilize the temperature
of the cell under test. It is extremely useful for their practical
application to experiment with solar photocells exposed to
concentrated sunlight, analyzing their behavior.
An experimentation on two multijunction photovoltaic
cells is performed for their application in a cogeneration sys-
tem for solar energy exploitation. This system includes a lin-
ear parabolic concentrator, which focuses the light over row
of PV cells, located on a side of a tube with rectangular sec-
tion.The photocells are squared with dimensions 10 × 10mm.
The working principle of this cogeneration system consists in
furnishing both electric energy and hot water: the energy is
obtained through the PV cells, which are cooled by the water
flowing on the tube; the water is heated using the same fluid.
The system is optically designed using ray-tracing simu-
lations carried out with the calculation program Zemax-EE
by Radiant Zemax. The working conditions of the photocell
(solar concentration, incident power density, focused light
distribution, image dimension, etc.) are estimated by simu-
lating the concentered light distribution in the image plane.
The measurements parameters for the outdoor tests are then
chosen on the basis of these simulations of the cogeneration
system in order to reproduce the actual operative conditions.
A preliminary characterization of the cells is carried out in
laboratory, in a controllable and reproducible situation, to
serve as reference for the fieldmeasurements. During the out-
door experimentation, in direct exposure to the sun, meas-
urement conditions are monitored with controls similar to
those made in laboratory.This control of the parameters dur-
ing the actual operation of the solar device permits to assess
the working temperature of the cells and possible damages of
the system components.
Hence the main advantage of solar outdoor experimen-
tation is to work in the real operating conditions of a solar
installation. Insolation (solar irradiance) and ambient factors
are not controllable but the outdoor test conditions can
be surveyed and recorded by measuring proper physical
quantities with appropriate instruments. Another benefit of
using direct sunlight is to avoid the employment of artificial
sources, lamps, or solar simulators, which can only try to
reproduce spectral distribution, divergence and intensity of
sunlight. Moreover the proposed device (essentially com-
posed of a sun tracker) permits to test the photocell with its
proper collection system (with primary collector and possible
secondary optics).
2. Device for Tests with Concentrated Sunlight
The optical experimentation consisted in exposing the sam-
ples to solar light concentrated by a large Fresnel lens.The lens
has a diameter of 470mm and a focal ratio of about 𝐹/1 and
is installed on the solar tracking system shown in Figure 1.
The device in Figure 1 is a two-axis solar tracker, an
equatorial mounting equipped with stepper motors; it was
developed entirely within the Solar Collectors Laboratory of
the National Institute of Optics [10]. The blue supporting
frame is equipped with a series of pins to allow the rotation
of the central perforated grid, which is constantly oriented
Figure 1: The sun tracker employed in the optical tests.
perpendicularly to the direction of solar rays. The lens is
constrained to the grid by means of small columns, which
hold it fixed at a certain distance and parallel to the grid
plane. The sample is mounted on the same grid using a small
support, with which it is possible to adjust the power density
incident on the sample simply by varying the distance from
the focus of the lens: by approaching the sample to the focus
𝐹 the power density increases, while increasing the distance
from 𝐹 the power density is reduced. It has been verified that
with this Fresnel lens it is possible to achieve power density
levels of about 90 kW/m2 in the proximity of the focal point.
The tracking technique utilizes a sun pointer [10], whose
scheme is based on the principle of the pinhole camera: in fact
it is a pinhole camera without lenses equipped with a four-
quadrant photodiode. Sunlight enters the pinhole and illumi-
nates the sensor; a software processes the signal arriving from
each quadrant. The pointer is perfectly aligned with the solar
rays’ direction when the four signals are equal.The imbalance
between the signals determines the misalignment of the cen-
ter of gravity of the solar image with respect to the sensor.The
same software provides to actuate the motors of the tracker
until the solar image is equally distributed between the four
quadrants, meaning that the tracker is aligned with the sun.
3. Laboratory Determination of
the Lens-Cell Distance
To ensure proper operation, as well as to prevent damage of
thermal type, a photovoltaic cell must be uniformly illumi-
nated. The Fresnel lens used, visible in Figure 1, produces a
spot with diameter of a few millimeters on the focal plane.
Thus placing the cell in the vicinity of the lens focus would
generate on the sensitive surface a density gradient of suffi-
cient power to damage the photocell itself. Some preliminary
measurements are performed in laboratory with the purpose
of determining the suitable positions for the cell in order to
have an acceptable uniformity of illumination.
A schematic view of the laboratory setup used is shown
in Figure 2: it is a solar divergence collimator [11].The optical
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Figure 2: Scheme of the setup for the tests in laboratory.
system, constituted by source system, integrating sphere and
mirror, produces a luminous beam with solar divergence of
about 240mm in diameter. The beam illuminates the lens
and is concentrated on the focal plane. The sensor used for
the measurements is positioned on the optical axis after the
lens. The sensor is mounted on a linear micrometric shifter
with excursion along the optical axis, in order to be able to
vary the distance between sensor and lens. Since the diameter
of the beam incident on the lens is about 250mm (widened
due to the divergence) and the lens diameter is 470mm, the
laboratory setup of Figure 2 can illuminate only a portion of
the lens.Themeasurements are then carried out by separately
examining different areas of the large Fresnel lens.
The first optical analysis is devoted to determine the
focal length of the Fresnel lens [20–22]. The focal distance
can be defined and consequently measured in various ways;
in this case it is assessed with the purpose of using this
value in the outdoor tests to place the PV cell. The focal
distance is measured from the lens in the point where the lens
concentrated the maximum of power density. A first estimate
is visually obtained using an opaque target. A more precise
measurement is realized by placing a photodiode on the
micrometric shifter; the focal plane is identified as the plane
where the photodiode detects the maximum signal.The focal
length so determined is equal to 460±3mm: it is almost equal
to the Fresnel lens diameter, thus confirming the focal ratio
near 𝐹/1 [22].
In order to evaluate the uniformity of illumination a
CMOS camera ismounted on a shifter.The camera sensor has
dimensions 7.74× 10.51mm, so the size is similar to that of the
PV cell under examination, which is 10 × 10mm.The CMOS
camera acquired images of the central portion of the beam at
different distances from the focal point.These images are used
to qualitatively evaluate the suitable distance at which the area
of the cell results illuminated with sufficient uniformity. In
general, when the image plane is displaced from the focal
plane the luminous spot results enlarged; it becomes more
uniformly illuminated and the solar concentration decreases.
Referring to the distance 𝑑
𝑆
between cell plane and focal
plane, the cell position for the outdoor tests is chosen depend-
ing on the solar concentration obtained: for 𝑑
𝑆
= 30mm
there is an optimal concentration, while for 𝑑
𝑆
= 40mm the
concentration is acceptable. When 𝑑
𝑆
= 30mm an area of
Figure 3: Optical system to protect the PV cell.
10 × 10mm results fully illuminated, but for 𝑑
𝑆
= 40mm the
image shows a good uniformity over the entire cell area.
It should be noted that in the experiments in laboratory
only a side portion of the lens is illuminated, while in the
field tests the lens is completely illuminated. Therefore in the
outdoor tests both a greater width of the spot and a higher
quality of the image are expected; so the overall conditions
appear to be a better situation than that obtained in laboratory
at equal distance between lens and cell. From the laboratory
measurements, the suitable distances 𝑑
𝑆
for placing the
sample are 30 and 40mm. In the field tests it is more practical
to consider the distance 𝐷 between Fresnel lens and PV cell.
Since the focal length of the Fresnel lens is 460mm, the
related values are 𝐷 = 430mm for 𝑑
𝑆
= 30mm and 𝐷 =
420mm for 𝑑
𝑆
= 40mm.
4. Setup for the Outdoor Tests and
Exposure Procedure
The exposure of the cells is carried out utilizing the sun
tracker described in Section 2: the tracking system used in
the tests is obtained introducing two modifications on the
device of Figure 1. These changes consist in installing two
accessories: a Peltier module and a pyrheliometer.The Peltier
module is a thermoelectric cooler that uses the Peltier effect.
This module, which is necessary for the cooling of the cell,
is installed on the perforated grid, and the cell is applied
on the module itself. The second modification concerns the
installation of a pyrheliometer for measuring the direct com-
ponent of the solar radiation during the exposure.The pyrhe-
liometer is an instrument that measures the direct beam solar
irradiance.
At the considered lens-cell distances (420 and 430mm)
the size of the illuminated area is much larger than that of the
cell; hence there is the risk that sensitive parts of the board
are hit by concentrated light with high power density. To
avoid problems the protection system illustrated in Figure 3
is realized and mounted: it includes a reflective truncated
pyramid surrounded by a squared screen. The truncated
pyramid is composed only of reflection elements, which are
four mirrors with trapezoidal shape. The smaller squared
base of the truncated pyramid has the dimensions of the cell.
Therefore the reflective truncated pyramid is mounted on the
grid of the tracker with the bottom aperture placed exactly
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Figure 4: Electrical scheme of the variable load applied to the cell
to determine the 𝑉-𝐼 curve.
over the cell, so as to limit the illumination area to the cell
itself.
The cell temperature during solar exposure is controlled
by the Peltier module. The actual temperature is recorded,
for the whole test duration, acquiring the values given by
a thermocouple. To perform the measurement, the probe
is applied on the lateral edge of the sample, and the cell is
positioned so that the edge of the illuminated area is as close
as possible to the probe. This solution is chosen because it is
impracticable to apply the probe directly on the illuminated
area, as this would involve the direct exposure of the probe to
the focused light, greatly influencing the measurement and
probably damaging the probe itself. During most of the tests
the temperature of the cell is kept at relatively low values com-
pared to those of the expected working conditions (about 70–
80∘C).Only in one case it is increased for testing the operating
of the cell and of the whole system at different temperatures.
The signal of the pyrheliometer is always acquired by a
NI-DAQ card throughout the solar exposure. The measure-
ment gives the value of solar irradiance 𝐸sun on the basis of
the conversion factor provided by the manufacturer.
A variable resistive load is applied to the terminals of
the PV cell; its circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4. The
switches shown in the diagram are manually operated in
sequence, inserting the resistors in parallel. In total there are
ten resistors of identical value of 𝑅 = 4.7Ω. At each insertion
the load value decreases according to 𝑅/𝑁, where 𝑁 is the
number of switches that are closed. The values of current (𝐼)
and voltage (𝑉) across the cell are read with a pair of digital
volt-amperometers.
The density of solar power incident on the sample is reg-
ulated by varying the distance between lens and grid, where
reflective truncated pyramid, PV cell, and board aremounted.
For the placement of the sample, the reference parameter is
not the power density on the cell, but the lens-cell distance,
since the main concern is to illuminate the active surface
of the cell as uniformly as possible. The power density on
the cell is then obtained through subsequent concentration
measurements.
The optical tests are executed following a repeatable
procedure in exposing the samples to solar concentrated light:
the main steps of this exposure procedure are summarized
below. Once the tracker is aligned with the sun, the lens-cell
distance is defined based on the value of power density that
one wishes to impinge on the cell. The power density can be
checked with a calibrated radiometer Ophir Nova, moving
the head along the optical axis. The value of power density is
assumed constant for the whole duration of solar exposure.
The sample is mounted at the selected distance and kept
exposed to solar concentrated light for a few hours. During
sample exposure, at regular intervals, 𝑉-𝐼 curves character-
izing the cell are acquired (by the volt-amperometers), while
cell temperature (using the thermocouple) and solar irradi-
ance (with the pyrheliometer) are continuously recorded.
5. Measurements of Solar Concentration
Concentration measurements are executed using a calibrated
radiometer Ophir Nova. This measurement is performed for
both lens-cell distances 𝐷 considered, 420 and 430mm. It
allows to determine the geometric factor 𝐶 of concentration
of the Fresnel lens.The concentration factor [23] is defined as
the ratio between the power density 𝐸cell incident on the cell,
which is the light focused by the lens, and the power density
𝐸
1sun, where “1sun” refers to a measurement performed
without concentration:
𝐶 =
𝐸cell
𝐸
1sun
. (1)
The measurement procedure employed is as follows. The
radiometer measures the optical power 𝑃
1sun incident on the
sensor associated to 1 sun. The corresponding power density
is obtained by dividing this value by the area 𝐴det of the
detector:
𝐸
1sun =
𝑃
1sun
𝐴det
. (2)
With the same instrument the optical power 𝑃cell is measured
in correspondence with the cell, removing the support of the
cell and replacing it with the sensor of the radiometer, keeping
the rest of the setup unchanged.The power density on the cell
𝐸cell is obtained by dividing the optical power by the area𝐴cell
of the PV cell, equal to 100mm2:
𝐸cell =
𝑃cell
𝐴cell
. (3)
For the latter measurement it is not binding to know the
illuminated area of the detector; it is sufficient that it captures
all of the light exiting from the bottom aperture of the
reflective truncated pyramid. This aperture has in fact the
same shape and size of the cell; therefore it can be assumed
that all the light coming out from it illuminates the cell, if this
is placed in contact with the bottom aperture of the truncated
pyramid.
The factor 𝐶 is determined for both lens-cell distances
considered. Knowing the concentration 𝐶, it is easy to calcu-
late the power density 𝐸cell incident on the cell at the time of
exposure based on the value of solar irradiance 𝐸sun obtained
using the pyrheliometer:
𝐸cell = 𝐶 ⋅ 𝐸sun. (4)
6. Outdoor Tests and Results
The results of cell characterization are discussed and com-
pared only for two exemplificative solar cells, to evidence
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their different behavior and values. These two samples are
tested exposing them to concentrated sunlight for a deter-
mined time interval. In order to obtain a characterization of
each sample the 𝑉-𝐼 (voltage-current) curves are acquired.
For having a more complete information about the photocell
behavior, the𝑉-𝐼 curves aremeasured in different conditions,
varying exposure time, concentration, and cell temperature.
The outdoor experimentation is carried out in condition of
clear sky. The purpose of this analysis is to show the differ-
ences in behavior between two samples of the same type of
multijunction PV cell, indicated as Cell A and Cell B.
This section presents the 𝑉-𝐼 curves acquired in the
various tests performed outdoor. To complete this optical
characterization of the cells, some other significant data are
acquired together with the values of voltage 𝑉 and current 𝐼.
These parameters, characterizing the tests, are
(i) measurement time, with respect to the starting time
(𝑡 = 0), in min: 𝑡;
(ii) power density incident on the cell in kW/m2: 𝐸cell;
(iii) optical power incident on the cell in W: 𝑃cell = 𝐸cell ⋅
𝐴cell;
(iv) cell temperature in ∘C: 𝑇cell;
(v) open-circuit voltage in Volt: 𝑉OC;
(vi) maximum electrical power extracted in W: 𝑃out.
All the detections are made using calibrated instruments in
order to limit the uncertainty of the final result below 10%.
The cell is squared with side 10mm; the area of the photo-
cell𝐴cell is 100mm
2. The cell temperature is approximated to
the temperaturemeasured on the board by the thermocouple.
The approximation is justified by the fact that the probe is
positioned very close to the cell and the heat exchange in the
space between the two is significant.The open-circuit voltage
𝑉OC is the voltage measured in the absence of external load.
It corresponds to the maximum value of the voltage and is
given by the intersection of the 𝑉-𝐼 curve with the abscissa
axis (𝐼 = 0).
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 separately present the results of
the outdoor characterization for Cell A and Cell B, while
Section 6.3 describes the results obtained varying the temper-
ature of the cell. The 𝑉-𝐼 plots represent the characterization
of each cell at different values of incident power density
(𝐸cell).The tables report, for each𝑉-𝐼 curve, some parameters
measured during the characterization of the cell.
6.1. Results for Cell A
Test 1. Specifications are as follows: lens-cell distance:
420mm; exposure duration: 3 hours; sample: Cell A.
Test 2. Specifications are as follows: lens-cell distance:
430mm; exposure duration: 2 hours; sample: Cell A.
6.2. Results for Cell B
Test 3. Specifications are as follows: lens-cell distance:
420mm; exposure duration: 3 hours and 30min; sample:
Cell B.
Test 4. Specifications are as follows: lens-cell distance:
430mm; exposure duration: 3 hours; sample: Cell B.
As can happen in outdoor tests, the conditions of solar
illumination have changed in the third hour of Test 4: this
modification of input power is visible in column 4 of Table 4
and in Figure 8, corresponding to a lower 𝑉-𝐼 curve.
The results reported in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 represent
the characterization of two multijunction photovoltaic cells
performed exposing them to concentrated sunlight. The
tests considered exposure times 𝑡 up to 3.5 hours and lens-
cell distances 𝐷 selected in order to have the required
concentration of solar light. At 𝐷 = 430mm the 10 × 10mm
cell is entirely illuminated and the concentration𝐶 is optimal
(circa 150). For 𝐷 = 420mm the cell is fully and uniformly
illuminated and 𝐶 is acceptable (about 100).
The principal characterization of the behavior of the
optoelectronic component is illustrated by the 𝑉-𝐼 curves:
Figures 5 and 6 refer to Cell A, while Figures 7 and 8
concern Cell B. In all 𝑉-𝐼 curves the current 𝐼 decreases
when the voltage 𝑉 increases; but for Cell B the current
maintains elevated values for 𝑉 < 2.3V. This trend of the
curves in Figures 7 and 8 represents a correct behavior for
a photovoltaic cell.
Tables 1–4 summarize the working conditions measured
in correspondencewith the𝑉-𝐼 curves plotted in Figures 5–8:
incident power density 𝐸cell (kW/m
2), incident optical power
𝑃cell (W), cell temperature 𝑇cell (
∘C), open-circuit voltage𝑉OC
(V), andmaximumextracted power𝑃out (W).Theparameters
characterizing the tests are completed by the efficiency 𝜂.
How the cell performance changes with the exposure
time is indicated in Tables 1–4 that present exactly the
same parameters, while Table 5 examines the variation of cell
temperature.
A significant parameter is the power density incident
on the cell 𝐸cell: for both examined cells it results around
90 kW/m2 for 𝐷 = 420mm, while it is circa 150 kW/m2 for
𝐷 = 430mm (there is an exception: 𝐸cell = 82 kW/m
2 for
𝐷 = 430mm and 𝑡 = 3 h). The corresponding values for the
optical power incident on the cell 𝑃cell are about 9W for𝐷 =
420mm and around 15W for 𝐷 = 430mm (but 𝑃cell = 8W
after 3 h of exposure).
The open-circuit voltage 𝑉OC is lower using Cell A;
it is around 2.1–2.3 V for both 𝐷 values, while the 𝑉OC
measured with Cell B is higher, circa 2.7-2.8 V for both lens-
cell distances.
Probably the most significant parameter is the maximum
electrical power extracted 𝑃out. For Cell A the values attained
for 𝑃out are circa 0.9W at 𝐷 = 420mm and 1.7–1.9W at
𝐷 = 430mm. Higher 𝑃out values are obtained with Cell B:
2.7–3.3W at 𝐷 = 420mm and 2.5–4.0W at 𝐷 = 430mm.
These more satisfying data are in agreement with the correct
characteristic curves in Figures 7 and 8: Cell B works as
a photocell and furnishes more electrical power. The bad
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Figure 5: 𝑉-𝐼 curves acquired during Test 1, at the beginning and
after 1, 2, and 3 hours of exposure.
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Figure 6: 𝑉-𝐼 curves acquired during Test 2, at the beginning and
after 1 and 2 hours of exposure.
Table 1: Parameters characterizing Test 1.
𝑡 (min) 0 60 120 180
𝐸cell (kW/m
2) 94.6 93.6 94.0 93.1
𝑃cell (W) 9.46 9.36 9.40 9.31
𝑇cell (
∘C) 38 43 41 40
𝑉OC (Volt) 2.16 2.20 2.21 2.21
𝑃out (W) 0.86 0.91 0.89 0.84
𝜂 (𝑃out/𝑃cell) 9.1% 9.7% 9.5% 9.0%
performance of Cell A, with an improper 𝑉-𝐼 curve and low
extracted power, suggests a possible damage of the sample.
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Figure 7: 𝑉-𝐼 curves acquired during Test 3, at the beginning and
after 1 hour and 30min and 3 hours and 30min of exposure.
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Figure 8: 𝑉-𝐼 curves acquired during Test 4, at the beginning and
after 1, 2, and 3 hours of exposure.
Table 2: Parameters characterizing Test 2.
𝑡 (min) 0 60 120
𝐸cell (kW/m
2) 157.1 157.7 152.6
𝑃cell (W) 15.71 15.77 15.26
𝑇cell (
∘C) 52 54 57
𝑉OC (Volt) 2.16 2.10 2.30
𝑃out (W) 1.86 1.68 1.70
𝜂 (𝑃out/𝑃cell) 11.8% 10.7% 11.1%
A visual examination of Cell A has confirmed the presence
of damages.
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Table 3: Parameters characterizing Test 3.
𝑡 (min) 0 90 210
𝐸cell (kW/m
2) 93.9 90.2 83.8
𝑃cell (W) 9.39 9.02 8.38
𝑇cell (
∘C) 45 45 42
𝑉OC (Volt) 2.80 2.80 2.81
𝑃out (W) 3.33 3.13 2.75
𝜂 (𝑃out/𝑃cell) 35.5% 34.7% 32.8%
Table 4: Parameters characterizing Test 4.
𝑡 (min) 0 60 120 180
𝐸cell (kW/m
2) 152.6 147.7 148.3 81.6
𝑃cell (W) 15.26 14.77 14.83 8.16
𝑇cell (
∘C) 52 53 55 33
𝑉OC (Volt) 2.73 2.75 2.75 2.81
𝑃out (W) 3.92 4.01 3.88 2.48
𝜂 (𝑃out/𝑃cell) 25.7% 27.1% 26.2% 30.4%
Table 5: Parameters characterizing Test 5.
𝑇cell (
∘C) 38 44 56 65
𝐸cell (kW/m
2) 89.1 89.1 89.1 89.1
𝑃cell (W) 8.91 8.91 8.91 8.91
𝑉OC (Volt) 2.17 2.15 2.12 2.11
𝑃out (W) 0.72 0.70 0.68 0.70
𝜂 (𝑃out/𝑃cell) 8.08% 7.86% 7.63% 7.86%
The quantitative evaluation of the PV cell performance is
given by the efficiency 𝜂 calculated in Tables 1–5 as the ratio
𝑃out/𝑃cell.The efficiency of Cell B (26–36) is satisfactorywhile
the efficiency for Cell A (9-10) does not reach the expected 𝜂
value, confirming once again the malfunctioning of Cell A.
However Cell B presents an unexpected behavior for the
efficiency: the 𝜂 value (26–30) for higher concentration, at
𝐷 = 430mm, is lower than for 𝐷 = 420mm (𝜂 = 33–36),
with inferior concentration. Analyzing the value of cell tem-
perature𝑇Cell, it can be noted that even if the Peltiermodule is
still active the temperature rises ten degrees in case of higher
concentration. This effect can indicate that the efficiency of
these cells is very sensitive to the cell temperature. Another
aspect that could affect the cell efficiency is the fact, proved in
laboratory, that for 𝐷 = 420mm the uniformity of the light
beam is better than at distance 𝐷 = 430mm. However the
main dependence seems to be on temperature, as column 4 of
Table 4 demonstrates: at 𝐷 = 430mm, when the sun power
decreases, reducing 𝑇Cell, the efficiency improves.
6.3. Results Varying the Cell Temperature. A series of mea-
surements is carried out in order to control the effects of the
variation of the cell temperature, excluding the Peltiermodule
and so allowing the temperature to rise. It is performed
at the shorter lens-cell distance 𝐷, which corresponds to a
lower concentration, in order to allow the measurement of
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Figure 9: 𝑉-𝐼 curves acquired during Test 5, at different tempera-
tures of the cell.
the temperature. At 𝐷 = 430mm the temperature variation
would be too fast.
Test 5. Specifications are as follows: distance lens-cell:
420mm; duration of exposure: 15 minutes; other parameters:
variation of the cell temperature; sample: Cell A.
The temperature of the cell𝑇Cell is a very important quan-
tity. During the basic exposure tests at 𝐷 = 420mm (Test 1
and Test 3) the range of 𝑇Cell is 38–43∘C for Cell A and 42–
45∘C for Cell B. Higher temperatures are reached in the basic
exposure tests at 𝐷 = 430mm (Test 2 and Test 4): the 𝑇Cell
range is 52–57∘C forCell A and 52–55∘C forCell B (except for
𝑡 = 3 hwhen𝑇Cell = 33
∘C). A dedicated test (Test 5), reported
in Figure 9 and Table 5, examines the system behavior vary-
ing the cell temperature from 38∘C to 65∘C: the power density
incident on the cell remains constant; the open-circuit voltage
and themaximum electrical power extracted show only small
fluctuations towards inferior values when 𝑇Cell increases.
7. Conclusion
Experimentation with direct exposure to sunlight is essential
to evaluate the behavior of solar components in situations
very similar to operative solar plants. In particular optoelec-
tronic components for concentrating photovoltaic systems
require an optical concentrator and a solar tracker to be
examined in outdoor tests. When photocells are studied it is
evident that the external measurements are useful because
they can help to assess performance, functioning charac-
teristics, and limitations of use. However some preliminary
measurements in laboratory are suitable for choosing the
geometric parameters appropriate for the outdoor tests.
The proposed methodology has the advantage of repro-
ducing the real working conditions and the sun trackers allow
to mount a custom optical systems (collector with possible
secondary optics) to focus sunlight on the photocell, while
solar simulators have their own optical system that focuses
artificial light on the cell. The laboratory experimentation,
using a solar divergence collimator [11], permits a more
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precise evaluation of the optical characteristics of the com-
ponents, while solar simulators often have a divergencemuch
larger than the solar rays, being aimed to reproduce the solar
intensity.
The principal aim of this solar test is to characterize the
photocells measuring voltage (𝑉) and current (𝐼) across the
cell: the𝑉-𝐼 curves indicate the behavior of the optoelectronic
component.
Characterization curves and test parameters are com-
pared for two exemplificative solar cells showing a completely
different behavior. They are samples of the same type of
photovoltaic cell and they are indicated as Cell A and Cell B.
The cells are tested exposing them to concentrated solar
light, focused by a large Fresnel lens. The experimentation
is carried out for various exposure times 𝑡 and at different
lens-cell distances 𝐷, selected in order to have the required
concentration of sunlight.
Analogously to the parameters controls made in labo-
ratory, during the field measurements it is interesting and
practically useful to monitor the ambient and working con-
ditions. These physical quantities represent the functioning
parameters of the sample under test and the environmental
state of the whole device for solar collection.
Comparing the results of the different exposure tests, it
appears evident that Cell B shows a correct behavior and an
improved efficiency with respect to Cell A. The 𝑉-𝐼 curves
for Cell B have a trend similar to the theoretical one for a
photocell, while the𝑉-𝐼 curves for Cell A deviate much from
this trend. Also the performance of Cell B is definitely better,
in terms of both open-circuit voltage and electrical power
extracted, with the same power density on the cell.The reason
is that Cell A is damaged.
In conclusion, at a distance of 420mm from the Fresnel
lens Cell B reaches the maximum efficiency with values
between 33 and 36 and the most uniform illumination of
the cell is obtained. At a lens-cell distance of 430mm Cell B
furnishes the maximum value of electrical power extracted,
which is 4W.
For what concerns the behavior in time, the curves do not
undergo significant changes for an exposure of 2-3 hours.
In the only test carried out by varying the temperature
of the PV cell, the temperature increase does not produce
changes on the 𝑉-𝐼 curves or alteration of the parameters, in
the regime of temperatures examined (38–65∘C).
This research is under development and further studies
can investigate the behavior of other photovoltaic cells under
different conditions of solar concentration.
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